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Around the World

By Steve Reed

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. — A solar observatory satellite was fired into orbit last week to learn how solar radiation influences the earth and how great a threat it poses to life on earth. The 454-pound satellite, nicknamed OSO for Orbiting Solar Observatory, was pushed into orbit with instruments to give scientists their first clear look at basic mystery of the sun.

The 454-pound OSO payload slammed into orbit 360 miles above a Texas-Delta rocket. All 454 pounds were planned and propelled the craft into orbit about 350 miles above the earth.

French and Algerian rebel organiza- tions ponders the delicate task of working out final details of an anti-colonial pact. All 40,000,000 Moslem tense floodwaters spewing over the dark world, and 114,000,000 Africans tensed the night to end the Algerian uprisings.

The interpreter will present an oral history program built around a central theme. Selections will be taken from selections of Prune and the Algerian people. The interpreter will be required to participate for three rounds.

The BJC foreman squad will consist of 10 members, including Richard Plisick, Frank Sklinski, John Hser and Carl Hunt, Gerald Dyme, Marion Connings, Carl Plisko, Charles Long, Sandra Martinez, Terry Lynn Clark and Phyllis Yeardley. The presentation will be made on April 15, and the members will be required to present the material.
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**Letter to the Editor**

**The Roundup**

Recently brought to our attention was a change in the student body officers. We would like to bring up these changes and provide information about them. The student body officers were selected after a process of nominations and elections. It seems there was lack of concern for the issue or was it the policy of the university. We feel that a lack of action is an indication of the disinterest in the student body. The student body must speak.

(Signed)
Ron Shoshanski
Richard Riquindeau

---

**CAMPUS QUERY**

**By Judy Biddle**

**WHAT HAS BEEN ONE OF YOUR MOST UNFORSEEN MOMENTS?**

**Jamie N.**

The moment I almost got washed off of a cable in Guat. I was being pulled by the current of an extra large wave, it was a scary moment and something I will never forget.

**ERNEST H.**

I was almost washed overboard when I got caught in a riptide.

**CARL ANTONIO G.**

I was almost washed overboard when I got caught in a riptide.

**JACK W.**

I was almost washed off of a cable in Guat.

**GEOFFREY A.**

I was almost washed off of a cable in Guat.

---

**JUST BROWSIN'...**

**By Jeanie Flowers**

What are the monumental world problems facing the Kennedys administration? NBC News has fully answered this question in its compilation Memo to JFK. This is not another book about the President. Rather, it is a brilliant collection of observations by nine NBC correspondents on some of the most important and complex issues of our time. These controversial essays cover a variety of topics, including national security, foreign policy, economic growth, and environmental protection.

**DORM NEWS**

Last Wednesday, March 7, Larry Davies moved out of the dorm. He had trouble with his health and moved home to recuperate.

Marjory Miller, a sophomore home economics major from Deser- okey, Arizona, has moved into suite J in Morrison, so there are still 11 girls in Morrison.

Two new boys have recently moved into Decker halls. They are Don Lamm and Jim Fisher, who lived in the dorm last year.

Dinner guests on March 7 were Mr. and Mrs. Spence, Mr. and Mrs. Burg, Miss Margaret Al- lian and Mr. John Watkins.

Dinner guests on March 7 were Mr. and Mrs. Spence, Mr. and Mrs. Burg, Miss Margaret Al- lian and Mr. John Watkins.

Driscoll hall is happy to have Jim Fisher back again. He was in the hospital for a knee operation.

April 14 is the date set for the dorm formal. Plans and ideas are expected to be finalized soon. It will be sponsored by both of the dorns.

The spring weather has moved some of the activities outdoors. Golf will be played outside and there will be outdoor activities planned. There are still some outdoor activities planned.

---
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**FASHION REPORTER**

By J. Thompson

Well can I ever what? That's all I'm going to talk about this week: Vogue has been reprinted, briefly. Many of the old favorites are back. Hat accessories can be found in almost any shade of blue. Shoes, belts, and scarves are very popular, and blue. Hats will vary from small steers to large hats of all shades, with small white scarves. Hats are large in size, and many different styles or unique designs are being worn. They are made of flowers and lace, and are of a style which is quite natural. The men... again will be seen in the fall.

The clothes meanwhile will be very popular, mostly orange, and blue. The models resemble the models... very much like every day, but the models... didn't show much change. However, the clothes are made in a number of different styles, and the flowers and lace accessories are used very much. The perfect way to wear the flowers is to have them on the right side of the body, and to have them as a part of the outfit. There are also very few women who wear flowers in a wide variety of colors, and the flowers are always in the compliment any woman can wear.

*hint of Freud, could believe some part of his theory."

Duchess Andriette Garbrecht Reigns At Annual IK Golden Plume Ball

Andriette Garbrecht was selected as the new duchess of the Intercollegiate Knights at the annual Golden Plume Ball held Friday, March 5th.

Miss Garbrecht, sophomore from Illinois, succeeds Judy Heyliger as duchess of the IK's. In the presence of the Intercollegiate Knights, Miss Heyliger was escorted by Jim McFarlane, outgoing duke, and Miss Garbrecht was escorted by Don Rich, incoming duke. Intercollegiate Knights installed Miss Garbrecht and Rich as the reigning duke and duchess.

Prior to the dance members of the Intercollegiate Knights, their dates, the IK advisor, Mr. Smartt, and former advisors of the IK were invited to the Downstairs, along with presidents of other campus clubs.
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Bronzos Gallop Over Monsters

BJC's Bronzos had their chance fall Thursday night as they battled the Monsters from Eastern Arizona JC a 72-53 defeat. The score by no means indicates the type of game it was.

Eastern Arizona proved to be an aggressive and well balanced squad as they leaped off to a 24-lead. Boise rushed back and covered up the game.

The first period proved to be a scoreless affair until BJC finally managed to gain the upper hand and extended their lead by a 34 to 23 score when the buzzer sounded at the intermission.

BJC opened the second half by pouring it on and began to walk away from the opposition. The Bronzos finished the game by winning by a 72-53 margin.

Perhaps one of the scrappy players on the court was Arizona's Jim Dillard. He was the one who made the Monsters operate...Jim Trpietan and Ray Goodwin, really kept the action moving for the Bronzos. Their playmaking with the scoring of Glen Johnson, Doug Dillard and Ron Hamen proved to be the deciding factor.

Shooting for both teams was as follows:


EAC: Douglas 56, Stephenson 10, Lewis 9, LaFitters 7, Akers 7, Merville 2, French 2.

The late Bishop Elisha Hubbard once delivered a teaching sermon on "God's Ownership" that put a mark on a generation of students.

"The master man took the bishop off for lunch, and then walked him through the elaborate gardens, woodlands and farm." Now, are you going to tell me," he demanded when the tour was completed, "that all the land does not belong to me?"

Bishop Hubbard smiled and answered, "Ask me!" that same question a hundred years from now...Bennett Cott.

My last memory of George Bernhard Shaw is the comment he made on his 83rd birthday, "Peace!" he said, "our minds are not influenced by our experience but by our expectations." It is our Holburn.

For The Reader's Digest.

BJC Students Welcome To

The Melody Shop
108 N. 10th St. 343-2161
Most Complete Record Store in Idaho

Proposed Diamond Schedule For BJC
Announced For 1962 Baseball Season

Tour more out a ticket is possible and the pitcher's face turned red to the thoughts of girls but baseball.

The BJC's have a schedule which includes 26 paying dates which includes 12 doubleheaders and two tentative engagements against Montana State at Fairmont.

Following is the proposed 1962 baseball schedule:

HOMERUN

BJC vs. NDSU 1962
BJC vs. Hills 1962

AT HOME

MARCH
24 BJC vs. Columbia 1:30
24 BJC vs. MHSAA 1:30
APRIL
21 BJC vs. Soccer 1:30
21 BJC vs. NSU 1:30
21 BJC vs. Hills 1:30
17 BJC vs. MUSS 1:30
17 BJC vs. Hills 1:30
17 BJC vs. MHSAA 1:30
ON THE ROAD
MARCH
21 BJC vs. Hills 1:30
17 BJC vs. Hills 1:30
APRIL
17 BJC vs. NDSU 1:30
21 BJC vs. NDSU 1:30
21 BJC vs. Hills 1:30
21 BJC vs. Hills 1:30
21 BJC vs. MHSAA 1:30

SKATE YOUR DATE AT

SKATELAND
4th Overland Road

Upper! PICKS YOU
NEHI BEVERAGE CO.

JOE & BUDS
Pizza Pie Restaurant & Lounge
1005-1007 Vista Ave.
Phone 34...